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To all our friends and loyal customers, 

 Our family has been part of the Oklahoma story since 1892 
when Benton Clyde Clark stepped off the train in Purcell, Indian 
Territory.  Our founder, B.C. Clark, Sr., began by opening his first 
shop as a watchmaker, but he built a legacy through customer 
relationships and quality diamonds.
 Four generations later, our family has lived out his legacy of hard 
work and kind, honest customer service.  We are committed to 
hand selecting every diamond straight from the source and bringing 
the world’s most respected designers to Oklahoma.
 As we celebrate our 123rd year as Oklahoma’s oldest business 
under the same family name and ownership, we offer our sincere 
gratitude to you and the generations before you that have made our 
success possible.  We are honored to be part of the local spirit and 
day-to-day experiences that make Oklahoma City great. 

Sincerely from the heart of Oklahoma, 

Jim, Coleman, and Mitchell Clark

www.bcc lark .com
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Classic & Collectible

 As one of the last family-owned independent watch manufacturers 
in Switzerland, Patek Philippe enjoys total creative freedom to design, 
produce, and assemble what experts agree to be the finest timepieces 
in the world — following the vision of its founders Antoine Norbert 
de Patek (1839) and Adrien Philippe (1845). Thanks to its exceptional 
know-how, Patek Philippe maintains a tradition of innovation and has 
an impressive repertoire of more than 100 patents.
 This year, Patek Philippe was the talk of the Basel watch trade fair 
with the introduction of the Calatrava Pilot Travel Time Ref. 5524. It 
is an aeronautical sports watch that represents a departure from Patek 
Philippe’s traditional classic style. In the signature aviation style, the 
5524 has a large case, second time zone, outsized Arabic numerals, 

plenty of Super-LumiNova on large hands and indicators, high-
tech pushers, a thick case (this one nearly 11 mm), and a strap with 
contrasting stitching. It contains the automatic Caliber CH 324 S C 
FUS, with a Gyromax balance wheel and Spiromax balance spring for 
low maintenance and greater efficiency. The watch has an 18k gold case 
and a lacquered dial. Functions include two time zones with backwards 
and forwards adjustment, day/night indication, and a date window.
 Also notable this year is the 5170G, with the chronograph Caliber 
CH29-535 PS, a state-of-the-art manually wound movement that 
was five years in the research and development stage. The movement 
incorporates seven patented innovations that attest to Patek’s 
celebrated obsession with the minutiae of watchmaking technology. 

b y  C A R O L  B E S L E R

Patek Philippe’s state-of-the-art complications 

5170G, with a 
chronograph caliber 
that has seven patents, 
$81,100.

time zone

5524G, an 
aeronautical watch 
with an unusual design, 
$47,600.





5940G, a perpetual calendar 
with an elegant cushion-
shaped case, $87,300.
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time zone

5153R, with a 
distinctive officer’s 
style case, $34,600.

The patents are all dedicated to higher rate accuracy, simplified 
adjustability, greater reliability, and more precise indications. The case 
is white gold.
 Collectors also welcomed the new Calatrava Ref. 5153, which was 
introduced in a red gold version this year. The distinctive feature of this 
iconic model is the officer’s style case with a hinged dust cover that opens 
to reveal the movement through a sapphire crystal on the caseback. This 
is the first red gold version of the watch, which has a stunning hand-
engraved guilloché dial. It contains the automatic Caliber 324 S C.
 The Ref. 5940G Perpetual Calendar is also a collector’s favorite. 
The cushion-shaped case design is a tribute to the Art Deco aesthetic 
of the 1920s and ’30s. Equally legendary is its ultra-slim — 2.53mm-

thick — movement, the Caliber 240 Q, with a 22k gold micro-rotor 
integrated into the plate. The perpetual calendar adds only 1.35 mm in 
height to the movement, so all 275 parts are accommodated in a caliber 
that is a scant 3.88mm thick. The watch has an amazing rate accuracy 
of -3/+2 seconds per day, a phenomenal achievement for a mechanical 
timepiece. The Ref. 5940 displays the time and calendar indications on 
a grained, creamy white dial with enhanced legibility. The perpetual 
calendar has ranked among Patek Philippe’s most popular complicated 
watches since the brand’s nineteenth century pocket watches. In 1925, 
Patek Philippe presented the world’s first wristwatch with a perpetual 
calendar. The case is 18k gold, and the strap is a matte black, hand-
stitched alligator with square scales and a prong buckle in 18k gold.





A LEGAC Y 
BORN IN OK L A HOM A

W H I L E T H E R E S T O F T H E CO U N T R Y IS J US T N OW FA L L I N G I N LOV E W I T H 
O KC , O U R G R E AT G R A N D FAT H E R S AW T H E P OT E N T I A L I N T H IS A R E A 

LO N G B E F O R E O K L A H OM A WA S E V E N A S TAT E .  

In fact, it was our unborn state’s potential 

that convinced Benton Clyde (B.C.) Clark 

to board a train from Abilene, TX and head 

north for Oklahoma, Indian Territory.

On a stopover in Purcell, a series of events 

would leave B.C. stranded, penniless, and 

jobless, but, mainly, determined. As luck 

would have it, B.C. Clark ran into a family 

friend while wandering the streets of 

Purcell. He convinced the gentleman to  

let him set up his watch counter and a 

small display case in the corner of his 

“racket” shop. 

His tiny little counter in the corner of the 

five and dime began to grow, and soon, 

B.C. Clark opened his first store. Before 

long, BC Clark Jewelers had become a 

staple in Purcell, Indian Territory, the 

self-proclaimed Heart of Oklahoma.

During the 1920s, B.C. could see that 

Oklahoma City was growing by leaps and 

bounds, and in 1929, he opened his first 

store in Downtown Oklahoma City.

The rest, as they say, 
is history.



F R O M  T H E  H E A R T  O F  O K L A H O M A

We feel that this simple phrase embodies 

everything that our family has stood for 

over the last 123 years. We take great 

pride in our roots in Purcell, The Heart 

of Oklahoma. It was in this historic town 

that B.C. learned the value of hard work, 

quality relationships, and running an 

honest business.

It was in Purcell that he first learned the 

“true pulse” of the people of Oklahoma.

Above all else, Oklahoman’s are proud 

to be Oklahomans! The beating heart of 

Oklahoma is its people, and the  

B.C. Clark family is honored to be  

counted among them.

That’s why we’ve always promised to 
bring you only the best hand-picked 
diamonds, ethically and honestly, 
straight from the source.

So from our family to yours, please know 

that when we profess that BC Clark 

Jewelers is From the Heart of Oklahoma, 

it is a tribute to the communities that 

have helped us build our legacy. We are 

honored to be a part of the local tradition 

that makes our city great.

So here’s to you! You are the reason that 

we proudly say,

“We are BC Clark Jewelers, 
From the Heart of Oklahoma.”

TO DAY, B E N TO N CLY D E CL A R K ’S T I N Y WATCH CO U N T E R H A S 
P RO D U CE D T H R E E T H R I V I N G O KC M E T RO S TO R E S, A N D H IS A M A ZI N G 

S TO R Y SE R V E S A S T H E I NSP I R AT I O N F O R O U R N E W C A M PA I G N , 
F R OM T H E H E A RT OF OK L A H OM A .
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B C  C L A R K  W E L C O M E S  W O R L D - C L A S S  D E S I G N E R

Marco Bicego

EVENTS

store happenings

On April 15, 2015, Italian designer Marco Bicego 
made his first visit to Oklahoma City for an exclusive 
event held by BC Clark Jewelers at the Colcord 
Hotel. Marco Bicego customers were invited for 
a rare opportunity to meet the designer himself 
and view his latest collections as well as exclusive 
one-of-a-kind pieces. With his own hand-engraving 
tools, Marco Bicego personalized each item that was 
purchased throughout the evening.
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 Precision. Speed. Audacity. Aerobatics is one of the world’s most demanding disciplines 

— and one of the most fascinating sights. It is a concentrated blend of technique, mastery 

and style. In order to share its passion for aerobatics with a broad audience, Breitling 

has created the Breitling Jet Team, the world’s largest professional civilian flight team 

performing in jets. With its fast and powerful aircraft piloted by European flying aces, this 

unique aerobatics team illustrates the brand’s cherished values: performance, precision, 

aesthetic sophistication and innovation. Each appearance of the Breitling Jet Team is a 

breathtaking vision. A meticulously coordinated ballet in which planes sometimes fly 

within 10 feet of each other at speeds of over 435 mph! A rapid-fire succession of figures 

that are perfectly calculated, mastered, synchronized and fine-tuned down to the smallest 

details — exactly like a Breitling chronometer movement. 

 In late Spring of 2015, the Breitling Jet Team launched its first ever American 

Tour.  In celebration of the tour, Breitling held an event in which they invited a very 

select group of national media and key retail partners. Coleman Clark, President 

of BC Clark Jewelers, was one of the lucky few invited and received the very rare 

opportunity to fly with the Breitling Jet Team. It was an exhilarating, once-in-a-

lifetime experience which included flying in formation with the jets merely 10 feet 

apart at times, 360 degree rolls, and many other aerobatic maneuvers.  Coleman’s 

day concluded with a tandem skydive jump from about 13,000 feet. 

aerial audacity

“Flying with the Breitling Jet 

Team was an absolutely amazing 

experience,” said Coleman Clark. 

“The sheer power of the jets, 

coupled with the skill of the pilots, 

was incredible to see and hear 

firsthand. Most memorable was 

experiencing the G-forces while 

doing loops and barrel rolls, and 

looking to either side of me at other 

pilots and passengers literally a 

few feet away.”

FLIGHT
coleman clark takes to the skies with 

the breitling jet team
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fashionably chic

EUROPEAN
style secrets of 

On your last trip to Europe, 

you may have noticed that 

European women exude 

a sense of style and class 

not often found in other 

parts of the world.  Maybe 

you even wished that you 

knew the secrets that make 

them the great beauties and 

fashion icons that they are.  

Luckily for you, it’s not as 

complicated as you think.  

By adopting the principles 

that European women 

follow, you, too, can flourish 

when it comes to fashion, 

beauty, and personal style.

women



EUROPEAN

B C  C L A R K  M A G A Z I N E  [19

Skincare

 European women know that an effective skincare routine is 

essential to retaining the lustrous complexions for which they are so 

famous. Purchase a few top-notch products to wash and moisturize 

your face with, and use them morning and night. Choose a simple 

routine rather than a complicated one, and follow it religiously 

to give your face a healthy glow. Drink lots of water, as well, to 

moisturize from the inside out.

Play Up Your Femininity

 European women are not afraid to look feminine. In fact, they 

strive to do so. They often opt for skirts or dresses rather than 

pants, even for casual occasions. They are also not afraid to show a 

pair of shapely legs or a hint of cleavage to reinforce their power as 

women. When you choose your outfit, look for clothes that nip in 

at the waist, emphasizing your figure, and be bold about showing 

your feminine side.

Develop a Sense of Mystery

 While we in the West often think that a close relationship means 

knowing each other inside out, European women recognize the 

value of establishing a sense of mystery. Rather than boring your 

significant other with the details of your latest dental procedure, 

performing intricate hair removal routines in front of them, or 

repeating every word of your latest conversation with your best 

friend, leave some things to the imagination.  

Perfume

 European women often choose a signature scent that works well 

with their body chemistry and stick with that scent for years. Like 

with fine jewelry, when selecting your signature scent, don’t be 

afraid to spend a bit more money for a quality perfume. Cheap 

scents often give off noxious fumes, while expensive perfumes are 

more subtle and inviting. Try several scents until you find the one 

that is just right for you and spritz it on sparingly every day.

“Elegance is not the prerogative of those who have just escaped from adolescence, 
but of those who have already taken possession of their future.”

C O C O  C H A N E L
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Wardrobe

European women know that when it 

comes to their wardrobe, less is more. 

Since accommodations in Europe are 

often smaller than what we are used 

to in America, European women 

may not have room to maintain a 

walk-in closet full of items they 

rarely wear. Instead, European 

women often create a capsule 

wardrobe consisting of no more 

than 20 pieces of clothing that 

they can easily mix and match 

to create a multitude of looks. 

Choose classic pieces rather than 

following the fads and create a 

timeless look that is quietly classy.

Accessories

European women approach 

accessories in the same way they 

do clothing, with a minimalist 

mentality. They would rather 

have fewer high-quality pieces 

instead of hoarding piles of costume 

junk jewelry. They also choose classic 

pieces that they can wear with casual 

outfits or for a dressy evening out. Opt for 

pieces of jewelry in real gold and silver and 

take immaculate care of them so they’ll last 

for generations.

 While there’s nothing wrong with 

American style, anyone who’s encountered a 

European woman has witnessed the timeless 

sense of style that they present and the aura 

of confidence that they project. By following 

the rules above, you can take your style from 

acceptable to super chic in no time.

fashionably chic

“Dress shabbily and they remember the dress; 
dress impeccably and they remember the woman.”

C O C O  C H A N E L
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Generations of jewelry aficionados continue to 
patronize the original maker of the cultured pearl

 Mikimoto, one of the world’s original luxury brands, 

remains highly sought-after today because of its ability 

to combine old-world tradition and craftsmanship with 

contemporary design. It is this articulate balance between 

convention and innovation that continually draws jewelry 

lovers from around the world of every age group to 

Mikimoto’s cultured pearl creations.

 In 1893, Kokichi Mikimoto created the world’s first 

cultured pearl. So prized were these pearls that, before long, 

he had opened a store in Tokyo’s Ginza shopping district, 

establishing one of the world’s original luxury brands. Stores 

in Paris, London and New York soon followed, and since 

then, the brand has been selling the finest cultured pearls to 

the world’s most glamorous women. Today, this 122-year-old 

jewelry brand is captivating a whole new generation of jewelry 

lovers, while at the same time maintaining the confidence and 

admiration of generations of women who grew up with the 

knowledge that owning a strand of Mikimoto cultured pearls 

means owning the very best. 

 What is it that is so alluring about 

this brand that it appeals equally to 

fashionable twenty-something women 

as well as those with more classic tastes? 

“Today, Mikimoto is as much a modern 

b y  M A U R E E N  G R I B B I N  M A G U I R Edesigner spotlight

theMikimoto
mystique

Mikimoto America 1927 
Limited Edition Strand
In celebration of the year Kokichi Mikimoto arrived in 

America with the vision of  “adorning American women 

with pearls,” Mikimoto recently unveiled this special 27” 

strand of 8 x 8.88 mm Akoya cultured pearls with 18K 

white gold jumbo diamond clasp, $9,600.

Baroque South 
Sea pearl and 
diamond ring, 

$20,000.



jewelry company as it is 

a traditional pearl house,” 

Says Meyer Hoffman, COO 

of Mikimoto America. “Because 

of that, we consistently introduce 

new collections. Of course, we 

always have the classics, the simple 

and timeless white Akoya cultured 

pearl jewelry, but over the years, we have 

evolved as an important brand for accessorizing 

contemporary wardrobes.”

 A look at Mikimoto’s latest styles reveals why the brand 

appeals to women of every age: each collection reflects current 

trends in fine jewelry: 

 LONGER LENGTHS: The newest look in Mikimoto cultured 

pearl necklaces is a collection of longer strands, ranging in length 

from 32 inches to an astounding 100 inches long.  These versatile, 

longer strands make a captivating fashion statement when worn 

alone or layered with another piece of jewelry. Taking the classic 

beauty of a traditional choker to a whole new level, these necklaces 

add glamour to any occasion.  

 BLACK SOUTH SEA CULTURED PEARLS: Because 

of their breathtaking natural hues, Mikimoto’s Black South Sea 

cultured pearls are considered by fashion mavens and connoisseurs 

alike to be among the most distinctive of all gems.  With their 

exotic origins and mysterious color palette, these pearls are 

versatile must-haves for anyone looking to make an edgy fashion 

statement.  In direct contrast to the classic, feminine elegance of 

white pearls, Black South Seas are pearls with attitude, lending 

an air of confidence to the modern women who don them.  Day 

or night, from the boardroom to the runway, Black South Sea 

cultured pearls are always appropriate.

 BAROQUE SOUTH SEA CULTURED PEARLS: The 

natural beauty of Mikimoto’s Baroque South Sea cultured pearls 

is derived from their superb luster and beautifully asymmetric 

silhouettes. The unique, organic shapes of these cultured pearls make 

them a constant marvel to behold and a true fashion statement. Each 

jewel, seemingly the polar opposite to the traditional view of pearl 

jewelry, is a conversation piece.  Baroque Couture is an exclusive 

collection of one-of-a-kind Mikimoto jewelry designed around the 

distinctive shape and size of each pearl. Nature determines the 

setting and Mikimoto designers fulfill each pearl’s destiny.  

 GOLDEN SOUTH SEA CULTURED PEARLS: This is 

the rarest of all the South Sea colors and these pearls are especially 

prized because of their exclusivity and unique tones, ranging from 

champagne color to a deep golden hue.

Black South Sea 
cultured pearl 

and diamond drop 
earrings, $8,800.

Akoya cultured pearl and Golden South 
Sea cultured pearl necklace, $7,880.

Baroque South Sea 
pearl and diamond 
pendant, $24,000.

B C  C L A R K  M A G A Z I N E  [23



An old world cocktail has made a fashionable 

reemergence. The new drink of choice among movie 

stars, young jet setters, and behind-the-scenes power 

brokers is once again the Gin and Tonic.

 Refreshing and light, gin and tonic cocktails today come in a 

multitude of flavor profiles. The use of exotic ingredients, which 

began in haute cuisine, now extends its influence to the art of 

mixology. Telicherry peppercorns, Vietnamese cinnamon bark, 

natural essence of Damiana flower, licorice, and green cardamom 

are no longer ingredients exclusive to cosmetics or gourmet 

cuisine. They are some of the favorite ingredients mixologists 

infuse into their gin and tonics.

 The ever growing availability of gins, coupled with the range 

of high quality tonics, promises to make every sip of a gin and 

tonic a luxurious, sensory experience.

Notable Gins
 With more than 100 gins on the market today, there is 

something for every taste and budget.

 Among the classic big boys, such as Tanqueray, Bombay 

Sapphire, and Beafeater, is Gin Mare, a small boutique distillery 

from Spain. Gin Mare created a gin with the essence of the 

Mediterranean Ocean. Made with a combination of botanicals 

such as Arbequina olive, basil, rosemary, 

and thyme, this is the perfect drink to 

enjoy deck-side in Cannes.

 Named the best gin in the world by the 

Wall Street Journal, Hendrick’s Gin is often 

on the top 5 list of any gin connoisseur. 

Presented in a Victorian apothecary bottle, 

it gives a nod to the turn of the century 

and the medicinal history of gin. Scottish 

whisky distillers William Grant use rose 

petals and cucumber for a distinctive, 

well-balanced flavor. Served with a slice of 

cucumber, Hendrick’s makes an ordinary 

gin and tonic deluxe.

 Anyone who believes that gin is 

typically English has been missing out on 

the gin craft renaissance in the U.S. Leopold’s, Aviation Gin and 

Voyager have given some of their over-the-pond competitors a 

run for their money with their unique distillations. For a truly 

different gin and tonic, try 94 Bourbon Barrel Gin. Infused with 

citrus peel and spices, it is aged in a former bourbon barrel for 12 

months.

Luxury Colonial
 The long touted medicinal history of a gin and tonic has been 

documented. Gin was an accidental creation by a Dutch physician 

attempting to make a juniper berry tonic to aid circulation and 

fight stomach issues. Many of the botanicals in gin, like rosemary 

and coriander, have properties that fight heart disease, arthritis, 

and diabetes.

 A main component of tonic water is quinine, an anti-malarial 

alkaloid. Adding gin to tonic water originated in India during the 

nineteenth century. British officers began to mix gin with their 

daily mandatory dose of quinine tonic to fight malaria while on 

duty in India.

 Next time you are in the mood for a libation, order a gin and 

tonic. The evolution of the drink from grandpa’s favorite to sexy 

and modern will surprise you. It doesn’t hurt that you are doing 

your health a favor, too. Cheers!
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Gin  Is  In

happy hour

a
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cyclical trend

FOREVER

The biker 

leather jacket 

makes a comeback 

for menswear this 

fall, but it is not the 

first time we’ve seen 

it on the latest 

runways. In fact, 

when has the 

motorcycle jacket 

ever gone out 

of style?

cool



motorcyclejacket
the evolution 

of the

 The jacket was originally designed in 1928 by Irving Schott. He designed 

the jacket for bikers, with signature wide lapels and thick, rugged leather to 

keep a biker warm and scuff free. Irving added cool industrial hardware like 

zippered cuffs and metal rivets to the jacket. It was first sold to the masses at 

the Harley Davidson store in New York City for under $6!

 In 1953, Marlon Brando wears Schott’s jacket in the movie 

The Wild One. Teenagers hang posters of the iconic black 

and white image of Brando, sitting on a motorcycle 

in his biker jacket, in their rooms. The motorcycle 

jacket becomes the teenage rage. High schools ban 

students from wearing biker jackets at school.

 Two years later, just as the rage starts to 

die down across high schools in America, we 

see James Dean sport one in the movie Rebel 

without a Cause.

 The leather motorcycle jacket becomes 

synonymous with the rebellious, rugged man. 

Steve McQueen, Dennis Hopper, and Peter 

Fonda all sport motorcycle jackets, not only 

in movies, but in daily press photos.

 The 1970s arrive and the leather jacket 

now takes on a new role as the go-to 

accessory of the rock rebels, seen on The 

Ramones and Mick Jagger and adopted 

by punk rockers. Debby Harry ignites a 

new rage by giving the jacket a twist: the 

sleeveless motorcycle vest.

Photo courtesy of Gimo’s
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Your father is often described as the “King of Cool.” 
How would you describe his dress style?

Classic, elegant, cool, and timeless.

CHAD MCQUEEN, SON OF STEVE MCQUEEN
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 A few years ago, thanks to the popular TV show Sons of Anarchy, 

the motorcycle jacket appeared back on the runway for men. It is 

no longer only shown in rugged, distressed black. Designers have 

modernized the jacket in pristine white leather, deep brown, classic 

navy, and red, with excellent tailoring. The new biker jacket is 

polished enough to wear to the office.

 Both Fendi and Tom Ford use the color cognac for their jackets. 

Fendi elects to showcase the color with a waxed and polished 

leather. Tom Ford shows his biker jacket version in distressed 

chocolate leather and supple cognac colored suede.

How to Wear

 There are many variations to the motorcycle jacket. Most fall 

into two categories: rugged and high fashion.

 The rugged motorcycle leather jacket is a treasure to be handed 

down through the generations. Besides being appropriate for 

wearing on motorcycle rides, this comfortable style motorcycle 

jacket is great for casual wear. Combine the rugged biker jacket 

with jeans or khakis. Depending on the season, a sweater or t-shirt 

are the perfect layering partners.

 With designer brands such as Ravazzolo, Gimo’s, Tom Ford, 

Michael Kors, and Italian fashion house Fendi presenting modern, 

perfectly tailored versions of the motorcycle jacket, the high 

fashion motorcycle jacket can be worn to work in many careers.

 Keep the look work-appropriate by going with a monotone color 

palette. Group a navy biker jacket with navy pants. Wear a dress 

shirt and tie underneath. Tom Ford’s cognac suede motorcycle 

jacket would pair handsomely with grey and tan attire.

 Regardless of whether you are sporting the rugged or high 

fashion version of this classic jacket, the key is in layering. Don’t 

be afraid to mix and match, but remember that the accompanying 

pieces are just as important as the jacket.

 The biker jacket has evolved from a utilitarian motorcycle jacket 

to the statement accessory of cinema rebels, rockers, and punks. 

Today the motorcycle jacket is a timeless piece that has been 

interpreted in a variety of ways for every man to enjoy.

Why do you think your father’s dress style is still relevant today?

 Cool doesn’t go out of style.
— CHAD MCQUEEN, SON OF STEVE MCQUEEN

Photo courtesy of Gimo’s

Photo courtesy of Ravazzolo



1,000 MORE MILES

The great outdoors, freedom and adventure are the highest callings 
for the TUDOR Fastrider Chrono, the most recent manifestation 
of TUDOR’s partnership with legendary motorcycle manufacturer 
Ducati. Inspired by the free spirit of the famous Scrambler motorbike, 
this new chronograph is a traveling companion that is both technical 
and joyful.

TUDOR FASTRIDER
Self-winding mechanical movement, waterproof to 150 m, 42 mm 
steel case, ceramic bezel. Visit tudorwatch.com and explore more.
TUDOR Watch U.S.A., LLC. New York



Reaches New Heights

Rolex unveiled some new-generation 

models and a new-generation movement 

this year at Baselworld. The movement, 

Caliber 3255, exceeds the standard set by 

the Swiss Official Chronometer Testing 

Institute (COSC), establishing a new 

level of chronometric performance for 

Rolex watches. The movement, backed 

by 14 patents, represents improvements 

in precision, power reserve, resistance to 

shocks and magnetism, and reliability.

Rolex thrills collectors with a new caliber
and a special Yacht-Master

Rolex

The new Day-Date 40 
model in platinum, 
with an ice-blue dial. It 
contains the new Rolex 
Caliber 3255.

The Rolex Oyster 
Perpetual Datejust 
Pearlmaster in yellow 
gold with 48 baguette-cut 
sapphires in a blue to 
green gradient of colors. 

time zone
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CAUTION: 
ADVENTURE AHEAD

700 WEST MEMORIAL ROAD      405.755.9000      

ESKRIDGELEXUS.COM

THE NEW 2016 NX 200t
Firsts are impossible to forget. And they aren’t over yet. Meet the new 2016 Lexus NX 200t, the 
first gasoline turbo engine in the powertrain family of compact crossovers. The six-speed 
automatic transmission, with torque-demand control logic, will drive new adventures with 
maximized engine torque. The new 2016 Lexus NX 200t. Your next first is here.
 
For over 60 years, Eskridge Auto Group has continued to combine years of experience with 
cutting edge thinking. Here’s to 60 more.
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 The new movement is being used in the latest iteration of the 

brand’s most prestigious model, the Oyster Perpetual Day-Date, 

known as the “presidents’ watch” thanks to the well-known and 

eminent figures who have adopted it. The new Day-Date models, 

in platinum or 18k gold, are available with a variety of new dials. 

The dials on the platinum versions of any Rolex are always ice-blue 

in color, and this one is no exception.

 A similar new movement is being used in the latest gem-set 

models of the Datejust Pearlmaster for ladies in a new 39 mm 

size, in 18k yellow or white gold. The bezels of these models are 

set with a color gradient of 48 baguette-cut sapphires — blue to 

fuchsia pink, blue to green, or orange to yellow.

 The new Oyster Perpetual Yacht-Master in 18k gold with 

a black dial was the talk of the Baselworld fair, where it was 

introduced earlier this year. The Yacht-Master has been in the 

Rolex line since 1992, but this model is a first in three ways. The 

case is 18k rose gold (Everose, as Rolex calls its proprietary alloy) 

with a ceramic (Cerachrom) bezel. Previously, the Yacht-Master 

was available only in stainless steel, with a platinum bezel. It is also 

the first Yacht-Master with a black dial.  But even more surprising 

is the elastomer (synthetic rubber) strap, another first. It’s called 

Oysterflex, and is made of a very soft, flexible elastomer with an 

internal cushion system that makes it extremely well fitting and 

comfortable. The rubber is fitted over metal blades made of a 

titanium and nickel alloy, so you get the strength of metal and 

the comfort of rubber. The Yacht-Master 40 has the same cyclops 

window and Mercedes hands, as well as the same movement, 

Caliber 3135, as the previous Yacht-Master.

 The Oyster Perpetual Lady-Datejust was also updated this year, 

with a redesigned case, enlarged to 28mm, and a new movement, 

the automatic Caliber 2236, which is fitted with a Rolex-patented 

Syloxi hairspring in silicon for superior chronometric performance.
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The Oyster Perpetual Lady-Datejust 28 was updated this year, with a redesigned case, enlarged to 28mm, and a new movement, the automatic Caliber 2236.

time zone



 Many of the world’s top athletes have served 

as Rolex ambassadors, and the brand is associated 

with key sporting events, including Wimbledon 

Tennis, the US Open Golf Championship, and 

Formula 1 racing. In the equestrian world, the 

company is a sponsor of the Rolex Grand Slam of 

Show Jumping: CHIO Aachen, the CSIO Spruce 

Meadows Masters Tournament, and CHI Geneva. 

Rolex is also a sponsor of several yachting events, 

including the Maxi Yacht Rolex Cup and the Rolex 

Swan Cup — both off the coast of Sardinia  — the 

Rolex Fastnet Race in the Celtic Sea, and the Rolex 

Sydney Hobart Yacht Race in Australia. Brand 

ambassadors include champion golfers Adam Scott 

and Tiger Woods, racing legend Tom Kristensen, 

tennis great Roger Federer, yachtsman Paul Cayard, 

and equestrian Meredith Michaels-Beerbaum.
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The new Yacht-Master, 
with a black dial, 
ceramic bezel, and 
elastomer strap.

Rolex has introduced 
several new versions of the 
Oyster Perpetual, with new 
dials and new sizes. 
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“My original inspirations were my mother and grandmother. My 
mother was an artist, an interior designer, and an antique dealer. My grandmother 
painted Art Nouveau motifs on Limoges Porcelain. Art and creativity surrounded 
me as a child. I used to visit my grandmother every Sunday. I would sneak into her 
room, where she kept a beautiful jewelry box that looked like a bejeweled treasure 
chest. Inside, I found gemstones, jewelry creations from Cartier, Tiffany, Van Cleef, 
and others. Each piece represented a story from my grandmother’s life. That was the 
beginning of my love affair with jewelry. Today, I’m inspired by the world around 
me. I study past and present cultures and ancient civilizations, along with nature, 
the arts, and fashion. I romance these elements, making them feel fresh for a con-
temporary woman. The results are reflected in my Art Deco and Edwardian designs, 
as well as in design elements incorporated into all my creations.”

Starburst diamond 
pendant in 18K 
white gold, $2,695.

Crescent diamond pendant in 
18K yellow gold, $2,595.

Flower wrap-around ring in 
18K white gold, $4,690.

Penny Preville
of Penny Preville Fine Jewelry

Designer Profile:
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D
iamonds are formed when carbon atoms are compressed 
for millions of years under tremendous heat and pressure 
deep within the earth. But when minute traces of other 

elements are blended with the carbon, the result is the most 
precious and rare of all: a fancy color diamond.
 The value of a diamond is determined by four factors: the 
well-known four C’s of color, cut, clarity, and carat weight. A 
flawless, colorless diamond has significantly more value than a 

heavily included stone with a visible off-color. But the value scale 
for diamonds is a “u” shape, not a downward trajectory. Once the 

color of a stone is saturated enough to become an asset rather than a 
detriment, the diamond again begins to gain value and is reclassified as a fancy 

color diamond. Both the particular hue and the intensity of color help to determine the value of a 
fancy color diamond.
 In addition to traces of elements such as boron (blue) and nitrogen (yellow) in the carbon, color 
also can come from a quirk of nature that twists the crystal while the stone is being formed (pinks 
and reds) or natural radiation that displaces the carbon atoms (green). 
 Natural color diamonds are graded face-up on a scale progressing from Fancy Light to Fancy to Fancy 
Intense to Fancy Vivid. Fancy Light is the most affordable option of any color and Fancy Vivid is the most 
rare and expensive. An orange-ish yellow diamond has undertones that distinguish it from a pure yellow, 
like a marigold instead of a daffodil. A diamond’s modifying hue is given first and its primary color last: 
a grayish blue — such as the famous Hope Diamond — is a blue diamond with a hint of gray, like a 
summer thundercloud.
 Most diamonds contain minute flaws called inclusions that affect its value. The number and 
size of the flaws determine the stone’s clarity grade. For a colorless stone, the fewer the 
better, but clarity matters less in a fancy color diamond. The primary driver of value 
for a colored diamond is its color first and clarity second, especially because, in 
many cases, the color masks the inclusions to the naked eye. Certain colors 
of diamonds tend to have more inclusions than others: because of the 
way they are formed, pink and red diamonds often have lower 
clarity values than natural blue or yellow diamonds.
 The cut of a stone is also valued differently for a colored 
diamond. For a colorless stone, the goal is to arrange the 
facets to achieve as much brilliance as possible while 
retaining as much weight as possible, and to minimize the 
visibility of any inclusions. 

b y   H E D D A  S C H U P A Krainbow radiance

Flower ring by Rahaminov with 6 pear shape Fancy 
Yellow diamonds set in a yellow gold ring with 
white diamond accents, $59,850.

Oval 0.20 carat Fancy Light Purplish Pink 
diamond set in a rose gold bezel with 
pink accent diamonds, $26,500.

Pear shape 1.66 
carat Fancy Deep 
Blue diamond in a 
platinum and rose 
gold pendant with 
pink and white 
diamond accents 
on a chain with pink 
diamonds of Argyle 
origin.  [SOLD]

Round 0.60 carat Fancy Vivid 
Purplish Pink diamond set in 
platinum.  [SOLD]
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 But those proportions don’t apply to fancy color diamonds. 
While brilliance and sparkle are important, the goal when 
cutting a natural color diamond is to have as much color as 
possible facing up. This impacts carat weight. The kind of 
cutting required to bring out the best color in a diamond often 
requires more weight reduction than if it were merely a matter 
of arranging the facets for best light return. As a result, the 
value of a large natural color diamond will far surpass that of 
a comparably sized colorless stone: some vivid pinks and blues 
have sold at auction in excess of $1 million per carat, whereas a 
100-carat D-flawless diamond was valued at $190,000 per carat 
(and sold for $22 million) at Sotheby’s in April. 
 
Red is the rarest color for a diamond. Very 
few people have ever seen one except in pictures, and even many 
jewelers have never held a true red diamond. Reds don’t get very 
big: the largest known is the 5.11-carat Mousaieff Red Shield. 
(By contrast, the Hope diamond, one of the world’s largest blue 
diamonds, is 45.52 carats.) Other shades close to red (pink and 
purple) are also extremely rare and costly. These almost always 
come from the Argyle Mine in Australia, owned by mining giant 
Rio Tinto. The finest selection from the mine each year is offered 
at an annual sealed-bid auction called a tender. The 2015 tender, 
called the Connoisseur’s Collection, is comprised of 65 stones 
weighing a total of 44.14 carats. Included are four fancy reds, as 
well as a fancy vivid purplish pink and a fancy intense pink. The 
tender debuted at the Sydney Opera House in Australia in June 
before being shown in New York, Hong Kong, and Perth. Final bids 
for invited buyers closed on October 21.

Natural blues and greens also are very rare. 
Not quite as rare as red, but still rare enough to be among the 
world’s most valuable stones. As with all color diamonds, even 
a slight variation in color or intensity can add thousands, if not 
millions, to the price per carat.

Brown and yellow diamonds are ideal for 
those who are beginning 

collections. Brown is the most 
common fancy color diamond, 

dating back to the ancient 
Romans, who often set 

them into jewelry. In addition to its renowned pinks, Australia’s 
Argyle mine also produces the majority of brown diamonds. Rio 
Tinto developed a special grading scale for these, ranging from 
pale champagne to deep cognac, with many variations in between. 

Yellow is the second most common fancy 
color diamond. While the term “canary” is often used to 
describe these diamonds, it’s not a proper term for valuation or 
grading. Yellow diamonds are most often found in South Africa.

Recently, BC Clark Jewelers had the great pleasure 
of literally searching the world for an extremely rare 
Fancy Red diamond.  BC Clark has developed 
strong relationships with some of the world’s 
premiere suppliers of fancy color diamonds, and 
successfully acquired the red diamond, originally 
from the famed Argyle mine in Australia. In 
addition to the Fancy Red diamond (pictured 
below), BC Clark has sold many rare fancy color 
diamonds over the years, including recently a 
Fancy Vivid Purplish Pink diamond and a Fancy 
Deep Blue diamond (both pictured). Discover the 
fascinating world of fancy color diamonds at BC 
Clark Jewelers.

Round 0.58 
carat Fancy Red 
diamond from the 
famed Australian 
Argyle mine set in 
platinum.  [SOLD]

Cushion 2.01 carat 
Fancy Intense Yellow 
diamond set in yellow 
gold with yellow accent 
diamonds, $43,500.

Marquise 0.54 carat 
Fancy Vivid Purplish Pink 
diamond set in a rose gold 
bezel with pink accent 
diamonds, $138,500.
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 The Albion, first introduced in 1994, is one of David Yurman’s most 
recognizable designs. Albion is a celebration of the beauty of cushion-shaped 
gemstones with the signature checkerboard faceting that creates a greater play of 
color and light. Now, David Yurman unveils a refined new iteration of the Albion, 
with softer, more sensual edges and a setting that holds the stone closer to the skin. 
The colored gemstones are backed with sterling silver for enhanced brilliance, and 
diamonds are set in a mosaic pattern, creating a scintillating sparkle.
  David Yurman’s wife, Sybil, once told him she wanted a bracelet that told time. 
This was the starting point for a timepiece collection that combines signature 
David Yurman design elements with exceptional technology and craftsmanship. 
Now, playing on the new look of the Albion Collection, David Yurman is 
introducing a watch that truly combines timekeeping with jewelry. The watch 
dial is square with rounded corners, taking its inspiration from the collection’s 
recognizable cushion-shaped gemstones. The linked bracelet makes the design 
perfect for pairing with a stack of David Yurman bracelets. 
 David Yurman, one of America’s leading jewelry designers, has become an icon 
of American style. A former sculptor, David began to design jewelry more than 30 
years ago, developing his passion into a global business. His signature pieces have 
become legends in jewelry design.

designer spotlight

Signature Scintillation
David Yurman’s Albion collection brings out the beauty of unique gemstones
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Albion stud earrings, with gold 
domes and white diamonds in 
sterling silver, $1,100.

The Albion elongated cushion 
bracelet, with prasiolite and white 
diamonds in sterling silver, $2,300.

Albion green orchid (lemon 
citrine with hematine back) ring 
with diamonds in 18K yellow 
gold, $5,400.

Albion watch with diamond 
bezel and diamond dial in 
stainless steel, $3,300.



&
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m a s c u l i n i t y

 As men’s jewelry becomes more mainstream, there is a wider selection of 

styles to choose from, made from a greater selection and mix of materials.

 Pendants, rings, and cuff links are all growing in popularity, but the 

strongest trend in men’s jewelry is bracelets. The trend is being driven 

partly by celebrities, including Prince Harry of Britain, whose penchant 

for wearing stacks of beaded and leather bracelets on his wrist is well 

documented. Bracelets are being worn on either side of the watch, 

or mixed together on the non-watch wrist. Stacking a few 

together is a strong trend, mixing leather, beaded, metal, 

and wrap bracelets. The look is no longer just for 

casual wear but is acceptable in the boardroom. 

 Part of the reason for the surge in popularity 

of men’s jewelry is that, like women, men have 

become intrigued by the potential uniqueness 

of pieces, with offbeat materials and motifs. 

Unlike the flash of transparent gemstones 

that signifies status in women’s jewelry, 

men prefer solid mineralized stones, such 

as onyx, turquoise, lapis lazuli, jade, black 

diamonds, brown diamonds, labradorite, 

b y  C A R O L  B E S L E Rmen’s jewelry

From Roman seal rings to the jewels 

of the Maharaji, men’s jewelry was the 

original form of adornment

myth

“Waves” dog tag 
pendant with 
sapphires by David 
Yurman, $2,625.

Dinosaur bone 
pendant by William 
Henry, $390.

Double row, two-tone chain 
bracelet by David Yurman, $950.

Woven leather eagle 
head bracelet by 

John Hardy, $695.
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and even ceramic. Metals are hammered, woven, twisted, engraved, and blackened, 

for a more industrial-chic look, which differentiates it from the high polish of many 

women’s pieces. 

 Motifs include eagles, hawks, dragons, lions, owls — creatures of myth and masculinity. 

Just as women’s jewelry conveys a message of style and tasteful accessorizing, men’s jewelry 

is a talismanic expression of identity, a display of power as much as personal style.

On the cuff
The most longstanding and prolific item of masculine adornment is the cufflink. As a 

functional item, the first cufflinks appeared in the 1600s but became widespread only at 

the end of the eighteenth century following the evolution of men’s shirts. At that time, 

cuffs were secured using ribbons, and these were slowly replaced by pairs of buttons. The 

modern cufflink was born in the mid-nineteenth century, with men in the middle and 

upper classes using them to attach their highly starched shirt cuffs. 

 The 1960s trendy London scene brought a new male fashion awareness, exemplified 

by the Carnaby Street dandies, among them Mick Jagger, and cufflinks became 

a creative part of masculine outfits. But, alas, the simpler fashions of the later 

Woodstock generation caused the near disappearance of the cufflink.

 In the 1990s, they made a comeback, and this renaissance continues today. 

Although functional, cufflinks now express the personality of the wearer and exude 

elegance and refinement. These minor works of art may range from whimsical to 

solemn, from simple to elaborate, from inexpensive to luxurious. 

Eagle wing cufflinks 
by John Hardy, 
$395.

Turquoise cufflinks by 
John Hardy, $695.

Streamline cross tag 
necklace by David 
Yurman, $495.

Knife-edge signet 
ring with black 
diamonds by 
David Yurman, 
$1,950.

“Waves” skull ring 
by David Yurman, 
$1,400.

Two-tone “Cable Classic” cufflinks 
by David Yurman, $595.

Woven leather 
turquoise bracelet by 
John Hardy, $695.



The best thing about the release of a new 
James Bond film is the imminent release of 
a new Omega James Bond timepiece. For 
more than two decades, Agent 007 has 
preferred some version of the Omega 
Seamaster, custom made for him by 
Omega. The Omega James Bond watch 
franchise began with GoldenEye in 
1995 — concurrent with the revival 
of mechanical watchmaking. It was 
specially equipped with a laser beam that 
allowed Pierce Brosnan to cut through 
a metal sidecar, freeing him from a train 
where he was being held captive.

b y  C A R O L  B E S L E Rdouble omega

 The Omega 

Seamaster is 

the timepiece of 

choice for James 

Bond, and the latest 

edition is cued to the 

upcoming film, 007Omega’s New
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SPECTRE.
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 Seven films later, the Omega Seamaster has built a 

reputation as the Bond watch of choice — and a collectors’ 

favorite. (NB: Rolex has appeared in nine James Bond films, 

so there is a record to beat). To commemorate the upcoming 

film, SPECTRE (the 24th in the James Bond series), Omega 

is launching a limited-edition Seamaster Aqua Terra 150M. 

The oscillating weight of the movement is shaped like a gun 

barrel, and the dial is decorated with a pattern that repeats a 

Bond family coat of arms. The coat of arms is also found near 

the tip of the yellow central seconds hand.

 The Seamaster Aqua Terra 150M James Bond watch is 

simply a really great every-day watch. The blue dial is  de 

rigueur in terms of trends, and the steel case and bracelet are 

solid. It contains an elite movement, the Master Co-Axial 

Caliber 8507, which is resistant to magnetic fields greater than 

15,007 gauss — normally it’s 15,000, but 007 is a reference to 

Bond. Also, it is a limited edition of 15,007 pieces.

 Collectors take note: A few years ago, Antiquorum sold 

two original Omega watches worn by Daniel Craig in Casino 

Royale — a Seamaster sold for $49,500, and a Planet Ocean, 

for $177,140. Another collector nabbed a Seamaster worn by 

Pierce Brosnan in Tomorrow Never Dies for $57,680.
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The limited-edition Omega Seamaster 
Aqua Terra ($7,350) commemorates 
the upcoming new Bond film, Spectre, 
starring Daniel Craig.

Daniel Craig as James Bond favors an 
Omega Seamaster timepiece.

double omega





Sterling silver enamel 
football cufflinks

$495/pair Sterling silver  
mother-of-pearl cufflinks

$375/pair
OFFICIALLY LICENSED

Introducing officially licensed  
OU and OSU jewelry and  
men’s accessories.

Sibling Rivalry Never 
Looked so Good

14K white 
gold diamond 
pendants

OU $1,490
OSU $2,165

14K white gold 
mother-of-pearl 
& diamond 
pendants

$2,125 each

Sterling silver 
mother-of-pearl 
pendants

OU $165

OSU $185
w/ black onyx

Mitchell Clark
Oklahoma State University 
Class of 1997

Coleman Clark
University of Oklahoma

Class of 1991
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 Jewelry brands have recently started catering 
to a younger demographic with hip, scaled-down 
jewelry collections that are more accessible and 
more eclectic than their regular fare. The designs are 
aimed at a modern generation that may be wearing 
jeans or simpler dresses to work. 

Designers are drawing on hipster 
elements — mixing metals, 
using nontraditional gems such 
as champagne diamonds and 
moonstones or incorporating 
boho elements such as feathers.

 The casualization of dressing for work has inspired 
jewelry designers to experiment with new looks and 
new materials. Designer John Hardy, for example, 
mixes sterling silver and black resin links in his 
legendary Naga collection. Inspired by nature and 
environmental sustainability, the designer has also 
had success with his Bamboo collection, which plants 
bamboo seedlings for each item purchased.
 Understanding the style and budget of her peers 
may be one reason Ivanka Trump’s jewelry collection 
also resonates with these shoppers. Her Les Petites 
range features whimsical pieces such as purse, lock, 
and shoe charms, as well as initial charms. All styles 
are available in 18k rose, white, and yellow gold. 
The pieces are perfect for shoppers just starting to 
build their jewelry collections.
 Indeed, starting one’s own collection is something 
more and more women are doing as they come of 
age. A 2012 Mintel study showed that more than 50 
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Citrine ring from 
the Marco Bicego 
Murano collection, 
$825.

Les Petites pendants by 
Ivanka Trump.
Lock, $990.
Handbag, $1,120.
Shoe, $690.

YOUNG and
ADORNED

JEWELRY DESIGN COURTS A NEW
GENERATION OF ENTHUSIASTS. 

celebrate youth
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percent of 2,000 women interviewed purchased jewelry for 
themselves. It may have been De Beers who started the trend, 
with its campaign for the right-hand ring (“left hand is we, 
right hand is me”), kickstarting the belief that buying for 
oneself signifies independence and power.
 Perhaps no brand is better poised to understand this 
potential than David Yurman. Having long marketed to 
young women of style, the company recently celebrated a 
30-year anniversary with its collectible cable bracelets. Since 
the launch of its pavé and signet pinky rings and its Starburst 
collection, a whole new demographic has flocked to the label. 
As with the other designers catering to young millennials, the 
company has endeared itself to a new generation of shoppers. 
At a recent flagship store opening, model Selita Ebanks, DJ 
Mia Moretti, and Christina Hendricks of Mad Men fame 
could all be seen enthusiastically shopping.

Starting one’s 

own collection is 

something more 

and more women 

are doing as they 

come of age.

Starburst diamond ring by 
David Yurman, $1,650.

celebrate youth

Rising Sun diamond 
earrings by Astley 
Clarke, $1,675.

Starburst 
diamond 
pendant by 
David Yurman, 
$1,650.

“Y” necklace 
by Lana, 
$600.

Tiny Treasures pendants by 
Roberto Coin.

Diamond butterfly, $1,280. 
Diamond arrow, $900.

Diamond wrap 
earrings by Jade 
Trau, $4,300.

Dragon coil ring by John 
Hardy, $495.
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 Every fashion conversation begins with color. Color excites, 
ignites, and stimulates the senses, creating endless possibilities for 
a woman to reinvent her wardrobe. Color defines the mood and 
attitude of each season, and the fashion faithful follow Pantone 
for cues, heralded on the runways of leading designers who show 
during Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week in New York City.
 Pantone is a powerful tool for communicating color, and 
styling with accessories is a powerful way to update a wardrobe. 
Luckily, gems provide a spectrum of choices to complement 
Pantone’s picks, particularly those that come in many colors, such 
as diamond, sapphire, tourmaline, beryl, topaz, spinel, garnet, and 
quartz.
 For fall 2015, Pantone’s palette is rooted in androgynous 
hues and earthy neutrals with bold color statements that reflect 
a landscape of hope, fun, and all things natural, says Leatrice 
Eiseman, executive director of the Pantone Color Institute. 
“The palette is not pastel or bright heavy; it’s comfortable, more 
balanced, not so abstract. You can see a certain amount of poise 
and confidence from these colors.” Designers pay homage to 
progressive moments in American history, from the seductive 
1920s to the bohemian hippie/modernists of the 1960s, stringing 
together colors and styles that are easy to wear. 

Hot Hues
 Top hues in the palette: Desert Sage (cool greenish-gray), 
Stormy Weather (powerful blue-gray), Dried Herb (organic, 
aromatic of earthy fragrances), Oak Buff (mellow golden-
yellow), Biscay Bay (tropical teal), Reflecting Pond 
(cooling anchor blue), Cadmium Orange (warm 
peachy hue), Cashmere Rose (soft pink), 
Amethyst Orchid (creamy, dreamy purple), 
and Marsala (earthy wine red).
 Marsala, the Color of the Year for 
2015, has become a great go-to-hue, 
a highly varietal shade that combines 
dramatically with neutrals, including 
warmer taupes and grays, says Eiseman. 
“Because of its burnished undertones, 
it’s also highly compatible with amber, 
umber, and golden yellows, greens (in 
both turquoise and teal), and blues in 
the more vibrant range.”

 You can find shades of Marsala in tourmaline, topaz, garnet, 
spinel, and pearls. Also, gems in fresh, fruity reds that lean 
toward raspberry or strawberry are key in this color range. The 
tonal aspect of using the many shades of pink and red gems 
creates a soft but important statement.
 Amethyst Orchid, Eiseman believes, will be a fall favorite: 
“Intriguing, vibrant, and sensual, this enigmatic shade is an 
extraordinary hue that is unique, bold, creative, and exciting.” 
Designers are combining this hue with colors like Stormy 
Weather or Cadmium Orange, or Oak Buff and either Desert 
Sage or Cashmere Rose. Gems that reflect Amethyst Orchid 
include amethyst, purple sapphire, tanzanite, tourmaline, 
lavender jade, and kunzite.
 Blues and greens remain popular, with turquoise important 
for the season. Turquoise is always great for summer, but more 
and more it’s a gem that transcends seasons. Many designers are 
exploring a range of semi-precious gems to translate popular 
colors in fashion designs. Fashion’s big ’70s push is inspiring the 
use of turquoise and other hard stones in bold looks. Trending 
are gem cabochons, bigger pieces in milky cabs, faceted and 
flat, for rings, earrings, and pendants with either a simple prong 
setting or framed in a halo of gems.

Earthy,
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Pantone’s Fall Palette

color trends

Bold&
Androgynous,

Multi-stone bracelet 
with diamonds by 
Mazza, $21,865.





Colorfall
guide

color trends

Find Amethyst Orchid 
in  amethyst, sapphire, 
tanzanite, tourmaline, 
kunzite, and jade.

Find Biscay Bay 
in turquoise, 
aquamarine, 
tourmaline, opal, 
and Topaz.
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Amethyst Orchid

Biscay Bay

Amethyst and diamond 
feather pendant by John 
Hardy, $1,295.

Renaissance bracelet by 
David Yurman, $975. 

Lilac opal and amethyst ring by 
Vianna Brasil, $2,315.

Teardrop London blue 
topaz and diamond 
earrings by Ippolita, 
$2,295.

Three stone blue 
topaz and diamond 
ring, $3,225.

London blue topaz bangles by 
Ippolita.

8 stone bangle, $1,495.
5 stone bangle, $795.
3 stone bangle with diamonds, $995.



Oak Buff

Colorfall
guide

Find Oak Buff in 
citrine, beryl, quartz, 
garnet, and pearl.

Find Cadmium Orange in 
sapphire, garnet, coral, 
opal, topaz, Carnelian, 
and moonstone.
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Cadmium Orange

Citrine ring with yellow 
sapphire accents by John 
Hardy, $895.

Citrine and rutilated 
quartz doublet 
earrings by Ippolita, 
$1,495.

Cognac quartz bracelet by 
John Hardy, $1,300.

Orange carnelian 
and citrine bracelet 
with diamonds 
by Vianna Brasil, 
$5,595.

Spessartite garnet and diamond 
pendant by Spark, $12,410.



Desert Sage

Colorfall
guide

color trends
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Find Desert Sage in prehnite, 
prasiolite, aventurine, 
chrysoberyl, and moonstone.

Find Cashmere Rose  
in diamond, sapphire, 
morganite, kunzite, 
garnet, quartz, and 
pearl.

Cashmere Rose

Prasiolite ring with 
diamonds by Vianna 

Brasil, $5,655.

Albion bracelet 
with prasiolite by 
David Yurman, 
$1,200.

Rose quartz and pink 
opal bead necklace 
by Penny Preville, 
$4,565.

Morganite 
and diamond 
pendant, 
$2,545.

Morganite and 
diamond ring by 

David Yurman, 
$1,775.



Colorfall
guide

color trends

Find Marsala  in garnet, 
spinel, tourmaline, 
topaz, Ruby, and pearl.

Marsala

Reflecting Pond

Find Reflecting Pond in 
sapphire, tourmaline, 
topaz, chalcedony, and 
iolite.

Topaz and diamond 
ring by Ponte 
Vecchio Gioielli, 
$3,750.

Ruby, amethyst, and 
hematite earrings by 
David Yurman, $1,750.

Sapphire and 
diamond bracelet 
by Robert Procop, 

$39,750.

Sapphire and diamond ring, $84,500.

Indigo quartz 
doublet necklace 
by Ippolita, $995.



rocking the trend

GOLD

Yellow gold is back, and 
back big. Thanks to the 
resurgent fashion styles 
of the ’70s and ’80s, the 
warmth of yellow gold 

completes bold ensembles 
like nothing else. It fits! 
Go big or go home, you 

say? Gold prices have 
dropped 33 percent in 
two years, resulting in 

a return to the beloved 
mineral as witnessed at 

recent Golden Globe and 
Oscar award shows.  In 
short — stock up...like 
our friend Heidi Klum, 
shown here in chunky 

yellow gold earrings!

the new bargain is
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Princess 
bracelet by 

Roberto Coin, 
$9,700.

Cable link bracelet 
by David Yurman, 
$19,500.

Glamazon link necklace by 
Ippolita, $3,995.

Il Cairo hand woven 
necklace by Marco 
Bicego, $6,260.

Golden Gate 
earrings by 
Roberto Coin, 
$3,000.
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rocking the trend

RINGS
Multiples. One of the biggest 

accessory trends for 2015 is 
wearing multiple rings on a 

single hand, often with double 
rings stuck to one another. 

Double pearl rings with 
yellow gold provide incredible 
pop. Rings with double bands 

around the pinkie and ring 
fingers push the edge. Multiple 

fingers as well as hand 
bracelets are simply divine. Or 
go with one big statement ring 

for high impact.

rule

Mother-of-pearl and diamond ring by 
Roberto Coin in 18K rose gold, $2,200.

Garland diamond ring 
by Penny Preville in 18K 
white gold, $4,590.

Opal triplet ring 
with faceted 
quartz top and 
diamond accents 
by Penny Preville 
in 18K white 
gold, $4,270.

Opal quartz and white 
topaz ring by Vianna 
Brasil in 18K rose gold, 
$2,715.

Bronze mother-of-pearl & 
diamond ring by Kabana in 
14K yellow gold, $5,810.

Black diamond five row 
eternity band by Henri Daussi 
in 18K rose gold, $4,290.

Bypass ring by Ponte Vecchio 
Gioielli with iolite, blue topaz, 
and diamonds in 18K Yellow 
gold, $4,780.

Double pearl “Dot” 
ring by John Hardy in 
sterling silver & 18K 
yellow gold, $895.



H A N D C R A F T E D  1 8 K  A N D  P L A T I N U M 
W W W. P R E C I S I O N S E T . C O M  

M A D E  I N  A M E R I C A
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EVENTS

store happenings

 On April 10th & 11th, BC Clark Jewelers held the annual “With This Ring” Wedding 

Band and Engagement Ring Event at the Northpark and Penn Square locations. The event 

was repeated again on September 12th, for one day only, at the Penn Square store. During 

each event, the showcases were filled with thousands of additional rings as representatives 

from various bridal jewelry designers came to display their current collections. In addition 

to the outstanding selection, special pricing and door prizes added to the excitement.

W I T H  T H I S  R I N G . . .

Wedding Band & Engagement Ring Event



The Force of Mutual Attraction

A collection of diamond engagement rings & wedding 
bands that bring together the two things that were 

always meant to be.

GR AVIT Y ™ by BC Clark

B C C l a r k . c o m /G R AV I T Y



A Diamond   Is Forev
 This year, Forevermark Diamonds has resurrected De Beers’ iconic “A 
Diamond Is Forever” slogan. “Forevermark has unveiled a powerful new 
marketing campaign that aims to highlight the brand’s driving belief in 
the power of a promise and why a Forevermark diamond can truly convey 
consumers’ most important promises in life,” says Stephen Lussier, CEO of 
Forevermark, the diamond brand from the De Beers Group of Companies.

b y  C A R O L  B E S L E Rspectacular sparkle

F O R E V E R M A R K  D I A M O N D S  R E P R E S E N T  T H E  P R O M I S E  O F

P U R I T Y ,  Q U A L I T Y ,  A N D  R E S P O N S I B L E  S O U R C I N G
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Forevermark diamond solitaire 
engagement ring from the BC Clark 
Gravity Forever Collection.



A Diamond   Is Forev
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 In 1947, Frances Gerety, a young copywriter 
at the N.W. Ayer advertising agency in 
Philadelphia, penned what would become the 
most famous advertising slogan of all time: “A 
Diamond Is Forever.” And so De Beers — the 
name of an otherwise obscure South African 
mining company — was burned into the 
American consumer consciousness as the world’s 
source for diamonds. From this was born the 
Forevermark diamond brand. Diamond mining 
companies from Australia, Russia, and Canada 
now share De Beers’ formerly exclusive space 
in the diamond market, but De Beers alone is 
responsible for making the promise already 
established in consumers’ minds: that a diamond 
means love, forever. Now, Forevermark carries 
the promise of forever to a new generation.
 Only certain carefully selected diamonds 
are eligible to carry the Forevermark brand 
inscription, only certain designers and 
manufacturers may set them into jewelry, and 
only certain retailers may sell them.
 The Forevermark diamond journey begins at 
the mine, where rough diamonds are extracted 
from deep within the earth. Each mine produces 
a wide range of rough diamonds, but only the 
highest quality rough material will be cut into a 
Forevermark diamond.

 Once cut and polished, experts at the 
Forevermark Diamond Institute in Antwerp, 
Belgium, carefully inspect each stone again to 
determine its fit for the brand. Between 5% and 
10% are still rejected for not meeting quality 
standards.

Kate Hudson in 
Forevermark at the 2015 
Golden Globe Awards.

er

Double halo diamond ring with 
1.52 carat Forevermark center 
from the BC Clark Gravity Forever 
collection, $23,650.



 Only 1% of diamonds mined in the world meet those standards, say 

Forevermark executives. Diamonds that pass the final inspection are then 

inscribed (microscopically, on the table facet) with the Forevermark icon 

and a unique identification number, using proprietary technology that is 

impossible to alter or duplicate. The microscopic mark — roughly 1/5000th 

of a human hair — can only be seen with a special Forevermark viewer, not 

even a standard microscope. Only then are they set into jewelry and sold 

through authorized Forevermark jewelers.

 Forevermark continues to grace the red carpet, worn by international stars, including 
Sienna Miller, Dakota Johnson, Kate Hudson, Jennifer Garner, and Margot Robbie, who 

wore them to some of the world’s most high profile events.
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Tiler Peck Chanel Iman Dakota JohnsonEmily Ratajowski

spectacular sparkle

Three stone halo Forevermark 
diamond pendant by 
Rahaminov, $8,800.

Forevermark 
diamond drop 
earrings by 
Rahaminov, 
$6,475.

Five stone halo Forevermark 
diamond band by Rahaminov, 
$8,800. 



Forever.
     For Always.

A  D I A M O N D  I S  F O R E V E R

Discover this exclusive collection of BC Clark’s GRAVITY™

engagement rings featuring Forevermark® diamonds.

GRAVITYForever.com

©
 Foreverm

ark Lim
ited 2014-2015. Foreverm

ark™
,         ™

,                             ™
 and A D

iam
ond is Forever™

 are Trade M
arks used under license from

 The D
e Beers G

roup of Com
panies.



 Since the Middle 

Ages, the engagement 

ring has served to show that 

a woman is betrothed. Since that time, 

women have been proudly displaying their engagement rings 

to family and friends.  Today, with Facebook, Twitter, and 

Instagram, not only are women sharing their rings with friends 

and family, but with the world.  Knowing the latest trends in 

engagement rings will help you make sure the ring you pick will 

be one that you will be excited to show off to anyone.

 More than ever, women want an engagement ring that is 

unique, something that demonstrates her own personal style. 

Fortunately, it is now more possible than ever to have that 

unique ring. Thanks to advances in ring design technology, 

you and your groom can design every facet of the ring of your 

dreams. You can choose the design, the center stone, the metal, 

the shank, the crown, and the accent stones.

b y  R E B E C C A  V E R M Awedding planner

The hottest trends 

in engagement rings for 2015

BEST RING
PUT YOUR

FORWARD
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Three stone Tycoon 
diamond ring in 18K rose 
gold, $16,165.

Double halo diamond ring 
in 18K white gold with 1.54 
carat Fancy Intense Yellow 
cushion diamond, $29,850.

Diamond ring from 
Verragio’s Insignia 

collection.
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wedding planner

 When it comes to weddings, there are many decisions to be 

made about colors, from the shade of the flowers to the color of 

the bridesmaids’ dresses. You will also have the challenge of picking 

the right color of metal for the engagement ring. One of the hottest 

trends over the past few years has been in metals and colors. Opting 

for a mixed metal design offers endless possibilities in terms of mixing 

and matching different color bands and styles. You could even stack 

on multiple bands in different colors, creating a statement that is as 

individual as you are.

 Once thought to be a passing fad, rose gold has gained in popularity 

over the years. With its stunning color and romantic vibe, it is easy to see 

why many women love this color. Rose gold offers brides a range of tones 

from a blush pink to a distinct rose or even red. It is a simple way to take a 

classic engagement ring design and add just enough color to give your ring 

that exceptional look. Best of all, rose gold looks great 

with any skin tone.

 It is also possible to choose from several 

diamond shape options. Baguettes are 

popular right now. This classic stone 

shape can be used to flank the center 

diamond in an engagement ring 

or in several new ways to create 

distinctive expressions. The 

baguette is fresh again and can 

easily give your ring some pizazz.

 The east-west stone setting, 

or setting a stone horizontally, 

creates an unusual and attention-

grabbing look. A bonus of this 

setting is that it makes your stone 

appear larger. It works best with 

cushion, oval, marquise, and emerald 

shaped stones.

 Adding a halo to an engagement ring 

came into vogue briefly in the 1920s and has 

recently become very popular again. It creates the illusion of a 

larger center stone, adding up to a big look without spending 

beyond your means. In 2015, halos are featuring different shapes than the stones they 

surround. Double (and triple) halos are getting more popular, allowing for unusual 

touches, such as using a row of yellow or pink diamonds or even blue sapphires.

 While there are a lot of exciting trends to consider and lots of stunning looks to make 

your engagement ring stand out, here’s one trend that won’t change — the perfect ring 

for you is the one that best symbolizes the personal journey you and your groom are 

about to undertake.

Vintage hexagonal 
halo vaulted diamond 
ring, by Ritani.

Platinum diamond ring with 5.02 
carat Asscher cut diamond and 
baguette side diamonds, $94,500.

Cushion cut diamond ring in 
platinum with pink accent 
diamonds in a rose gold bezel 
by Harry Kotlar, $24,250. 

Marquise diamond set 
east-west in platinum 
by Jade Trau, $8,950.

Double halo “Compass” ring 
by Hearts On Fire in 18K 
white gold with rose gold 
bezel, $8,200.





A Record Setting
Pray for Rain Year
2015 Brings Free Engagement Rings 
for 28 Couples and Counting…

When it rains it pours! Mother Nature 
has been very kind to 28 lucky BC Clark 
couples this year. 2015 has seen a record 
amount of rainfall across Oklahoma, 
and as a result, a record number of BC 
Clark newlyweds have received their 
engagement rings for free, up to $5,000.

The month of May alone saw 14 winners, the highest 

number of winners in a single month to date since we 

started asking people to Pray for Rain back in 1998. 

“It’s one of my favorite phone calls to 
make, and I’ve done it a lot recently,”  

said Mitchell Clark, when asked about the record 

breaking year.

Since that first drop of precipitation topped the one-

inch mark on October 4, 1998, we have seen 191 happy 

couples kiss in the rain (and snow and hail). Every 

inch of which adds up to nearly $500,000 in free 

engagement rings! And because we see Pray for Rain 

as a fun way to give back to the community that has 

helped us build our legacy, we’ve been happy to hand 

out every bit of it.

As anyone from Oklahoma can attest, it’s virtually 

impossible to predict what the weather has in store 

for OKC over the next year. All we know is hundreds of 

couples will be saying “I do” between now and then, 

and we’ll be right there beside them Praying for Rain.

Don’t know how Pray for Rain works?  
It’s easy!

The original purchaser of a diamond engagement 

ring from BC Clark Jewelers is entitled to a full refund 

(excluding sales tax) of the purchase price of that ring, 

up to a maximum of $5,000 if rainfall on the wedding 

day for which the ring was purchased measures one 

inch or more at any of our official locations  

of measurement.

Visit Pray4Rain.com for more information and to  

see all our winning couples. And be sure to track 

Oklahoma City’s rainfall in real time from your 

smartphone with the Pray for Rain Gauge web  

app at PrayForRainGauge.com.
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Scott & Audra 
7.3.15 // 2.44”

Peter & Caroline 
6.13.15 // 2.22”

Kyle & Melissa 
5.23.15 // 3.73”

David & Darla 
5.15.15 // 1.02”

Colin & Jordan 
6.13.15 // 2.22”

Neal & Natalie 
5.23.15 // 3.73”

Tyler & Melissa 
5.23.15 // 3.73”

Leonardo & Marissa 
5.23.15 // 3.73”

Lucas & Courtney 
5.23.15 // 3.73”

JT & Nicole 
2.28.15 // 1.40”

Taylor & Rachel 
5.8.15 // 1.74”

Donny & Amanda 
5.23.15 // 3.73”

Trevor & Ashley 
2.28.15 // 1.40”

Bryce & Haley 
6.13.15 // 2.22”

Logan & Meghan 
5.15.15 // 1.02”

Jason & Krysten 
5.19.15 // 1.06”

John & Kelly 
2.28.15 // 1.40”

Donny & Hannah 
5.15.15 // 1.02”

Bradley & Katie 
7.3.15 // 2.44”

Daniel & Katherine 
7.2.15 // 2.51”

David & Megan 
4.27.15 // 2.40”

Matt & Sarah 
6.13.15 // 2.22”

2015 Pray For Rain W
inners

Ankur & Sarah 
6.13.15 // 2.22”

Coby & Ansley 
6.13.15 // 2.22”

Jason & Sara Kate 
5.8.15 // 1.74”

Brandon & Amber 
4.27.15 // 2.40”

Phillip & Rachel 
5.23.15 // 3.73”

Amy & Andrew 
5.8.15 // 1.74”



•     C E R E M O N I E S    •    R E C E P T I O N S    •    W E D D I N G  N I G H T S    •    H O N E Y M O O N S    •

S K I R V I N  W E D D I N G S
•    S K I R V I N H I LT O N . C O M    •

WEDDING.
PARTY. make 

your day
historic



RECLAIM 

        the f irst embrace

SIMONGJEWELRY.COM 

S TAY  C O N N E C T E D
@SIMONGJEWELRY

RECLAIM 

       the f irst embrace



T R I V I A
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Tom Hanks
American actor Tom Hanks is both talented and versatile, equally at home playing 
both comedic and dramatic roles. He has worked in both television and on the big 
screen. This trivia quiz is about some of Hanks’ most memorable movie roles 
from the 1980s and on. How well do you know the work of one of America’s 
most gifted actors?

1. A mermaid (Daryl Hannah) saves Tom Hanks twice in this charming 
movie made in 1984, once when he is a boy and again when he is an 
adult. What is the title of the movie?

2. In The Money Pit (1986), Tom Hanks and his girlfriend buy a 
dilapidated mansion that should be torn down instead of repaired. 
What actress plays his girlfriend, Anna? 

3. Tom Hanks played a smart aleck detective, Pep Streebek, in the 
1987 comedy movie Dragnet. Who played his no-nonsense partner, 
Joe Friday? 

4. In The ’Burbs (1989), Tom Hanks plays the paranoid Ray Peterson. 
What is he convinced about his strange new neighbors, the Klopeks?

5. In Sleepless in Seattle (1993), what does Tom Hanks’ love interest, 
Annie Reed (Meg Ryan), do for a living?

6. In the 1990s, Tom Hanks won Oscars for his roles in what two world-
renowned movies? 

7. What is the title of the 1998 movie in which Tom Hanks plays the 
captain of a group of Army Rangers in WWII sent behind enemy lines 
to rescue a fellow soldier? 

8. Who plays Tom Hanks’ love interest in Cast Away (2000)?

9. How do Tom Hanks’ character, Professor Dorr, and his nefarious 
cohorts rob a riverboat casino in The Ladykillers (2004)?

10. Tom Hanks plays renowned symbologist Robert Langdon in Angels 
& Demons (2009). What is the title of the first movie in which he 
played this character?

b y  D A N I E L L E  O L I V I A  T E F F Tcelebrity scorecard

1. The movie in which a mermaid saves Tom Hanks twice is titled Splash (1984).
2. Shelley Long plays Anna Crowley, Tom Hanks’ girlfriend in The Money Pit (1986).
3. Dan Akroyd plays Sergeant Joe Friday, Pep Steebek’s no-nonsense partner in 

Dragnet (1987).
4. Ray Peterson is convinced that his new neighbors, the Klopeks, are murderers.
5. Annie Reed is a journalist for a Baltimore newspaper.
6. Tom Hanks won consecutive Oscars for his roles in Philadelphia (1993) and Forrest 

Gump (1994).
7. The title of the 1998 movie in which Tom Hanks and his comrades are sent behind 

enemy lines during WWII to rescue a fellow soldier is Saving Private Ryan.  
8. Helen Hunt plays Kelly Frears, Tom’s love interest in Cast Away.
9. Professor Dorr and his criminal cohorts dig a tunnel into the casino vault.
10. Tom Hanks previously played symbologist Robert Langdon in The Da Vinci Code 

(2006). 

Answers
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affordably
fashionable

exceptional values at B.C. Clark

Custom Oklahoma charm 
necklace by Heather 
Moore, $955. (Priced as 
pictured, but each item is 
sold separately.)

Bracelets by Astley Clarke with 
assorted beads and charms, 
starting at $250 each.

Belmont necklace by 
David Yurman, $495.

Petite Chatelaine 
black onyx bracelet by 
David Yurman, $325.

Petite Chatelaine amethyst 
bracelet by David Yurman, 
$395.

Petite Chatelaine 
lemon citrine 

pendant by David 
Yurman, $395.

Reflector half moon 
earrings by Lana, $795.

Shinola 
Gomelsky 
Moonphase 
watch, $650.
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Diamond initial 
pendants by 
Roberto Coin, 
$580 each.

Round hammered 
pendant by John 
Hardy, $695.

Round hammered 
drop earrings by John 

Hardy, $795.

Bamboo hook bracelet with black 
sapphires by John Hardy, $895.

Bamboo hook 
ring with black 
sapphires by John 
Hardy, $450.

Siviglia drop 
earrings by Marco 
Bicego, $640.

Stackable rings 
by Marco Bicego 
starting at $495 
each.

Luminox Navy 
SEAL Colormark 
watch, $395.

Kelly green 
doublet teardrop 
earrings by 
Ippolita, $475.

Kelly green doublet and green 
agate ring by Ippolita, $750.

Kelly green doublet 
and green agate 
necklace by Ippolita, 
$595.



 When David Livingstone first laid eyes on Lake Malawi, its 
surface danced with twinkling stars. He named it the Lake 
of Stars, though it’s also called the Calendar Lake for being 
365 miles long and 52 miles wide at its broadest, with 12 
big rivers flowing into it. It’s a massive expanse of water: 
waves break onto the sandy beaches, and on appearance 
it’s a vast freshwater ocean stretching beyond the horizon.  
 “Lake Malawi is quite unique,” smiles local lake guide Johnson 
Nthenda. “It’s only the third largest lake in Africa, but it was the 
first lake in the world to be proclaimed a national park to protect the 
marine life of a tropical, deep water, Rift Valley lake. Because nearly 
1,000 species of fish, mostly dazzling, brightly colored cichlids, live 
in its waters, and new species are still being discovered every year.” 
 Islands in the lake are boulder strewn and dotted with baobabs; 
wildlife is regularly seen on the lake shores. Zebra, bushbuck, 
klipspringer, baboons, monkeys, and rock hyraxes live along the 
lake, otters frolic in the waters, and in the quiet reaches lurk hippos 
and crocodiles. Tiny deserted beaches and coves are everywhere, 
giving the lake an island paradise appeal. This is also a favorite 
area for kayakers, who go island to island enjoying pristine nature. 
 With goggles and snorkels, we slip quietly over the side of the 

small wooden fishing boat and into the water. Before long, we are 
part of an underwater Pied Piper scenario, with clouds of neon 
colored cichlid fish following as we swim. Wherever we turn, so 
goes the cichlid cloud of yellow and blue behind us, and it feels 
like we are leading a tropical parade through a fantasy aquarium.
 “That’s exactly what this spot is called,” laughs Johnson 
when we are back on the boat, “It’s known as The Aquarium 
because it always looks like that underwater.” The southern 
section of the lake around Cape Maclear is a proclaimed 
national park, yet over 7,000 local people still live on the 
shores and use the lake for water and subsistence fishing.  
 Here people live close to nature, so if there’s no fish there’s 
no dinner — though good catches of tiny silvery capenta are sun 
dried for leaner times. Wooden drying racks on stilts topped with 
grass mats dot the lake shore — some empty and some packed 
with drying capenta. Virtually everyone who lives in the area 
is a fisherman, bar a few freelance tour guides like Johnson. 
 “Actually I’m from the capital, Lilongwe,” says Johnson, “but 
there are too many people living there (780,000), so I prefer to 
live here on the lake. It’s quiet and beautiful.” But there are many 
more places in Malawi fitting this description: Mount Mulanje, the 
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Zomba plateau and the Nyika plateau, Vwasa Marsh, 
and Liwonde National Park, just to mention a few. 
 At 9,800 feet, Mount Mulanje has the highest 
peak in south-central Africa. The massive structure 
covers more than 621 miles and looks more like 
an entire mountain range than a single mountain. 
It offers the longest roped climb in Africa — 1050 
miles of it — and the mountain is so high, it has its 
own unique climate. Ominous, though, is the tallest 
peak named Sapitwa, which means “Don’t go there.” 
But if you do, the views are spectacular, overlooking 
vast tea plantations all the way to Mozambique. 
 From the magical Zomba plateau, Mount Mulanje 
is clearly visible. The bowl of the mountaintop is a 
forest reserve, and down below, the town of Zomba 
was once the capital and is now Malawi’s university 
town. It has a colonial atmosphere, threaded with 
streams and adorned with majestic mahogany 
trees. Just half an hour north of Zomba is Chingale, 
where craftsmen specialize in carving the uniquely 
Malawian chief’s chairs from a single tree trunk. 
 Also in southern Malawi, at the bottom tip of 
the lake, is Liwonde National Park, with the famous 
Shire River running through it. It’s been a national 
park since 1979 and has been restocked with wildlife 
that previously inhabited the region before it was 
decimated by trophy hunters. 

Here people live close to 

nature, so if there’s no fish, 

there’s no dinner.
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It was an ambitious conservation project that now draws 
nature lovers from around the world looking to experience 
African wildlife in thoroughly magnificent surroundings. 
 Nyika plateau in the north of the country is Malawi’s biggest 
national park and one of the most unusual in Africa. Although rife 
with high altitude rolling grassland, vast herds of eland antelope, 
trout streams, and prolific flowers, yet it’s all dwarfed by the 
scale of the landscape. Ground orchids, proteas, irises, and aloes 
grow here in a natural garden that is a wonderland for hikers, 
campers, and cyclists. The eastern edge of the plateau forms one 
wall of the Great Rift Valley, though at times you may believe 
you have found a misplaced piece of Scotland. Nearby Vwaza 
Marsh Wildlife Reserve offers potential sightings of elephant 
and buffalo, and guided walking safaris are a popular option. 
 Johnson’s fire on the lakeshore has burnt to coals, and 
he’s grilling fresh whole chambo over the embers. The pot of 
white rice is cooked, and chopped garden tomatoes have been 
heated over the flames. “This is what we eat most nights in the 

village,” he explains, and we tuck in and eat in silence. Fresh and 
flavorsome, our fish dinner is superb, especially sitting on the 
beach of the Lake of Stars. Johnson smiles as we lick our fingers. 
 In the distance is Chembe village. We can hear the chatter 
of fishermen over the glassy lake surface. They’re preparing 
for another night out on the water, fishing with paraffin 
lamps and moonbeams, from their dugout wooden canoes. 
They often fish in twos, dragging a net between them. They 
are targeting kampango and chambo to feed their families, 
but everything caught is eaten. A couple of boats do have 
motors, but most are poled by hand for miles and miles. 
 “The lake’s not always this smooth,” says Johnson. “In the windy 
season it gets very rough with big waves, just like the sea. But 
Malawians are good sailors, so it’s not a problem and we still go 
fishing.” He grins a flawless white teeth smile and puts more fish 
on our plates. “Please eat,” he says, with characteristic Malawian 
hospitality, “There’s no chambo in South Africa, and it’s a long 
way to come back for seconds.”
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Swarovski
Red Parrots, $740.

Olivia Riegel
Windsor compact, $45.
April “clear” compact, $56.

Rablabs
Crystal and tumbled stone bottle 
stoppers, starting at $48.

Halcyon Days
Bangles, starting at $118.

Herend
Max With A Bone, $340.

Beatriz Ball
Merci square tray, $39.
Rectangular engraved tray, $42.
Heart tray, $39.

Baccarat
Lucky Butterfly in iridescent, blue Scarabee, and gold, $160 each.

A Tisket, A Tasket

Put A Ring On It

Olivia Riegel
Princess ring holder, $112.
Windsor ring holder, $89.
June Pearl ring holder, $113.
Gold Windsor round box, $81.

Michael Aram
Bumble Bee ring catch, $69.
Vincent ring catch, $69.
Clover ring catch, $69.

Gravity Ranch
Small Oklahoma heart dishes, $44 each.

Waterford
Lismore Diamond ring bowl, $75.
Lismore Square ring holder, $85.

Monique Lhullier Atelier ring bowl, $75.
Monique Lhullier Opulence ring holder, $75.

Herend
Monogrammed coasters, $25.



Classic Luxuries
Captured In

Timeless Treasures

Exclusively at BC Clark



Time Management

Light My Fire

Waterford
Lismore clock (4.25”), $150.
Lismore Essence clock, $175.
Lismore Diamond bedside clock, $165.

Rablabs
Cele clocks in grass and burnt 
orange, $105 each.

Galassi of Italy
4x4 clocks in Cashmere, White Burl, and Chestnut, $44 each.

Michael Aram
Rope clock, $99.
Molten Frost mini clock, $99.
White Orchid mini clock, $99.

Annie Glass
Gold Handkerchief votive candle holders, $50 each.

Waterford
Lismore 8” candlesticks, $285/pair.
Luma 8” candlestick, $150 each.
Luma 6” candlestick, $100 each.
Lismore Encore candlesticks, $150/pair.

Michael Aram
Joshua Tree candle, $60.
Butterfly Ginkgo candle, $60.
Palm candle, $60.

L’Objet
Cinnabar candle, $135.
Malachite candle, $125.
Elephant candle, $100.
Leopard candle, $100.
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Social Light
Black Versailles 

lighter, $66.
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Picture This

Say Cheese

Waterford
Lismore Essence 5x7 frame, $165.
Lismore Diamond 5x7 frame, $110.

Olivia Riegel
Alexis 4x6 frame, $158.
Alexis 5x7 frame, $191.

Beatriz Ball
Jason 5x7 frame, $111.
Vivi Organic Pearl 4x6 frame, $78.

L’Objet
Gold Perlee 4x6 frame, $250.
Gold Pleated 5x7 frame, $200.

Michael Aram
Cat & Mouse cheeseboard, $195.
Olive Branch gold cheeseboard, $130.

Annie Glass
Gold Ruffle Petite Fours stand, $200.

Juliska
Berry & Thread cheeseboard and knife, $98.

Serving Slabs
Small Exotic Serving Slab, $73.
Medium Exotic Lazy Susan, $183.
Large Exotic Serving Slab, $121.

Michael Wainwright
Truro Gold wood cheese tray 
with knife, $150.

Beatriz Ball
Soho Galena chip & dip, $170.

Michael Aram
Ocean Coral convertible frame, $120.
Butterfly Ginkgo convertible easel frame, $165.
Palace convertible frame, $120.

Olivia Riegel
Devon 5x7 frame, $135.
Ziva 4x6 frame, $101.

Rablabs
Fusio spreaders, $78.
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Baked to Pefection

Bowled Over

Julia Knight
Peony Snow 3-tier 
server, $375.
Peony Snow cake 
server set, $99.

Juliska
Berry & Thread muffin pan, $58.

Berry & Thread large cake stand, $144.
Berry & Thread batter bowl, $68.

Arte Italica
Cero medium 
glass stand, $230.
Cero medium 
glass dome, $170.

Vietri
Incanto Baroque pie dish, $91.
Incanto Baroque small canister, $125.
Incanto Stripe medium canister, $143.
Incanto Lace large canister, $175.
Incanto Lace cake stand, $214.

Skyros
Cantaria Ivory large baker, $95.
Cantaria White medium baker, $73.
Cantaria Sheer Blue utensil holder, $57.

Vietri
Regalia dessert bowls in orange, aqua, purple, and cream, $73 each.

Annie Glass
Edgey large round bowl, $305.
Edgey medium round bowl, $231.

Waterford
Lismore Diamond bowl, $495.

Beatriz Ball
Pedestal Pearl Denisse small bowl, $89.
Pearl Denisse ladle, $31.

Viterra
Grid 10” white and gray art glass bowl, $120.

Nambe
Coral salad bowl with servers, $200.

Juliska
Berry & Thread large serving bowl, $129.

Jardins de Monde cereal bowl, $36.
Le Panier berry bowl, $28.

Berry & Thread footed compote, $38.
Acanthus white cereal bowl, $34.



WHISKEY. 
THE WATERFORD WAY.

Lismore Connoisseur Whiskey Series



Single malts. Craft scotches. Artisanal bourbons.

Regardless of palate, fine whiskey is meant to be savored. 
Enjoyed. Even respected. And the proper glass is integral to 
this process. The Waterford Lismore Connoisseur Whiskey 
Series puts whiskey enlightenment at your fingertips.

With a flight of handcrafted crystal tasting glasses,  
four specialty decanters, and short water pitcher, the  
Lismore Connoisseur Whiskey Series is a spirited collection  
of crystal craftsmanship that complements and completes  
the tasting experience.  

This is whiskey the Waterford way.



OYSTER PERPETUAL SKY-DWELLER

rolex  oyster perpetual and sky-dweller are ® trademarks.


